Epitaxial thin films of the half-metallic Xa-compound Mn2CoGa (Hg2CuTi prototype) were prepared by dc magnetron co-sputtering with different heat treatments on MgO (001) substrates. High-quality films with a bulk magnetization of 1.95(5) µB per unit cell were obtained. The L3,2 x-ray magnetic circular dichroism spectra agree with calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) and reveal the antiparallel alignment of the two inequivalent Mn moments. X-ray magnetic linear dichroism, in good agreement with theory as well, allows to distinguish between itinerant and local Mn moments. Based on non-collinear spin DFT it is shown that one of the two Mn moments has local character, whereas the other Mn moment and the Co moment are itinerant.
The recently discovered class of Mn 2 YZ compounds that crystallize in the X a (also called inverse Heusler, prototype Hg 2 CuTi) structure has been the subject of considerable theoretical and experimental activities with Y = Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Z a group III, IV, or V element.
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It can be imagined as four interpenetrating fcc lattices with the basis vectors A = (0, 0, 0), B = (1/4, 1/4, 1/4), C = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), and D = (3/4, 3/4, 3/4), where Mn occupies the non-equivalent B and C sites as nearest neighbors. In our nomenclature Y resides on the A site and Z is on the D site. In the case of Mn 2 CoGa (and its isoelectronic relatives Mn 2 CoAl and Mn 2 CoIn) the total magnetic moment is 2 µ B /f.u., in agreement with the Slater-Pauling rule for half-metallic Heusler compounds. 2, 12 These compounds are governed by a strong direct exchange interaction between the antiparallel Mn moments, which results in Curie temperatures of possibly more than 800 K. 13 Ferrimagnetic (inverse) Heusler compounds are promising parent materials for doping, aiming at further reduction of the magnetic moment.
14,15
To date, the inverse Heusler compounds were studied only in the bulk. For many practical applications, such as in tunnel or giant magnetoresistance (TMR, GMR) devices, thin films are necessary. In this article we report on the first preparation and characterization of thin films from the class of the inverse Heusler compounds.
We prepared epitaxial thin films of Mn 2 CoGa with (001) orientation by dc magnetron co-sputtering on MgO (001) substrates. A Mn 50 Ga 50 target and an elemental Co target were used for the deposition. The resulting Mn:Ga ratio in the films was 2.2:1, as determined by xray fluorescence. Co was added to match the Ga content, i.e., the stoichiometry of the unit cell can be written as Mn 2.1 Co 0.95 Ga 0.95 .
Among the various heat treatments tested, deposition at 200
• C and in situ post-annealing at 550
• C was found to provide optimal film quality. The lattice parameter perpendicular to the surface was 5.81Å, which is slighty smaller than the bulk value of 5.86Å.
2 A small tetragonal distortion of the film is induced by the lattice mismatch with the substrate, hence the lattice is expanded in the film plane and compressed perpendicular to the plane. The bulk magnetization measured by a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) corresponds to 1.95(5) µ B / unit cell, which is very close to the bulk value. No significant change of the magnetization between 5 K and room temperature was observed, which is consistent with a Curie temperature higher than 600 K.
X-ray absorption (XAS) measurements were performed at BL4.0.2 of the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley, CA, USA. X-ray magnetic circular (XMCD) and linear dichroism (XMLD) measurements were taken at room temperature in x-ray transmission through the film by collecting the visible and ultraviolet light fluorescence from the substrate with a photodiode. 16 The sample was saturated with a magnetic field of 0.6 T and the circular or linear polarization degree was 90 % and 100 %, respectively.
We computed the XAS, XMCD and XMLD using density functional theory. The full potential linearized augmented plane waves (FLAPW) method, implemented in the Elk code, 17 was used. The experimental bulk lattice parameter was chosen for the calculations; the small distortion and off-stoichiometry have negligible influence. The Brillouin zone integration was performed on a 16 × 16 × 16 k-point mesh in the irreducible wedge, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional 18 was chosen for exchange and correlation and spin-orbit coupling was included in a second-variational scheme. The absorption and dichroic spectra were calculated within a first order optical response formalism, i.e., core-hole correlations were not taken into account. A half-metallic groundstate was obtained with a total spin magnetic moment of 2 µ B /f.u., and site resolved spin (orbital) moments as follows: Co 1.03 µ B (0.046 µ B ), Mn(B) 2.91 µ B (0.011 µ B ), The experimental x-ray absorption and circular dichroism spectra are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). Both x-ray absorption spectra have the typical shape of a metallic system without pronounced multiplets. However, the XMCD spectrum of Mn shows some uncommon features (see arrows in Fig. 1a ). The Co XAS exhibits fine structures at the L 3 and L 2 resonances. There is a weak shoulder about 2.6 eV above threshold and a more pronounced one at 5 eV above threshold. The Co XMCD spectrum reflects the shoulder in the XAS. The Co and (effective) Mn moments are parallel. All these features are reproduced by the ab initio calculations ( Fig. 1 (c) and (d)), which are broadened with a Lorentzian of 0.3 eV width to account for lifetime effects. We can thus identify the features in the spectra as band structure effects. The 5 eV feature in the Co XAS results from transitions into an s-d hybridized state of Co and Ga. It is commonly observed for Co in Co 2 YZ type Heusler compounds, but its position depends on the Z element. The asymmetric line shape and the broad tails of the resonances are a consequence of 2p-3d e-e correlation, 19 which is neglected in our simulations. Electron-hole correlations can significantly alter the shape of the XAS or XMCD spectra of 3d transition elements, even in a metallic environment. 20 Thus, the good agreement of our calculations with the experimental spectra indicates an effective screening of the 2p core-hole.
In Fig. 1 (e) and (f) we show the decomposition of the calculated XAS and XMCD into the Mn(B) and Mn(C) components. We find that the core levels of Mn(B) and Mn(C) are slightly shifted (about 0.15 eV) against each other. The shapes of the spectra as well as the branching ratios are different, the Mn(B) branching ratio is significantly larger than the one of Mn(C). The decomposition of the XMCD spectrum shows two different signals with opposite signs. The antiparallel Mn(C) contribution is responsible for the features marked in the experimental spectrum. These features are less pronounced in the experimental spectrum, which indicates a smaller core-level shift than the calculated one.
A sum rule analysis was performed to obtain the spin and orbital magnetic moments from the XMCD data. The single crystalline character of epitaxial films allows to make use of the anisotropic x-ray magnetic linear dichroism. 23 In general, the XMLD is proportional to the spin moment squared. 24, 25 In contrast to XMCD, XMLD is only sensitive to the direction of the spin moments, not their orientation. This allows to probe antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials with XMLD. For local moments, the core-level exchange splitting is stronger than for itinerant moments, which leads to an enhanced XMLD amplitude. Therefore, XMLD can be used as a probe for the locality of magnetic moments by comparison with reference systems. Because XMLD is essentially given as the difference between ∆m = 0 and the averaged ∆m = ±1 transitions, it is a sensitive probe of the local crystal field.
It was shown that the Mn moment has a local character in the Heusler compounds Co 2 MnSi (CMS) and Co 2 MnAl (CMA). 26 Kübler et al. proposed an exclusion of minority d electrons from the environment of Mn, giving rise to a local moment composed of itinerant electrons. 27 A similar mechanism can give rise to a local Mn(B) moment in Mn 2 CoGa.
2 Therefore, we chose CMS as a reference system with similar crystal structure for local moments. Mn 2 VGa (MVG), also crystallizing in the Heusler structure, is postulated to be itinerant, and is chosen as a reference system for itinerant Mn moments.
A simple theoretical test for the (non-)locality of spin moments is based on non-collinear spin configurations. We performed self-consistent calculations for noncollinear configurations (without spin-orbit coupling) in which the magnetic moment of interest was tilted by an angle ϑ out of the common magnetization axis. Only the directions were fixed, and the magnitudes were determined self-consistently. A local moment would not change in magnitude when tilted. In Fig. 2 the relative changes of the magnetic moments for Mn 2 CoGa and the reference systems CMS and MVG are shown. In Mn 2 CoGa, Mn(B) has a weak dependence on ϑ, whereas Mn(C) and Co change significantly on tilting: Mn(B) has local character, whereas Mn(C) and Co are rather itinerant. Both the Co and the Mn moment in CMS have weak or no dependence on the tilt angle, showing clearly the locality of both moments. MVG in contrast, is an itinerant system; both the Mn and the V moment depend strongly on ϑ. Mn 2 CoGa has a more complex magnetic structure than the reference compounds, being a hybrid between itinerant and local magnetism. Local moment systems can be described within the Heisenberg model. This has been successfully applied to explain the Curie temperatures in CMS and related compounds. 28 For MVG, this model underestimates the Curie temperature, 13 similar to fcc Ni. 29 This can be seen as experimental evidence for the itinerancy of MVG. Consequently, we expect significant deviation of experimental Curie temperatures from theoretical values for Mn 2 CoGa.
We have performed XMLD measurements for Co and Mn along the [110] direction of the film. In Fig. 3 we show the experimental and theoretical spectra of Mn 2 CoGa and the reference compounds. All XMLD data were taken at the same beamline and are directly comparable in terms of energy resolution. type spectra are solid red, Mn(C) type spectra are dotted blue. The XMLD is normalized to the L3 resonance height. All theoretical spectra are shifted and expanded to match the experimental absorption onset at L3 and the L3,2 spin-orbit splitting. They are scaled to match the experimental intensities.
The Co XMLD of Mn 2 CoGa is very similar in shape to the signal of CMS, all fine details are reproduced. The computed spectrum of Mn 2 CoGa resembles the general shape of the experimental data, although the negative contributions are overestimated. These are in the tails of the resonances, in which e-e correlation plays a role, which we neglect as stated above. The local crystal fields are consequently similar in Mn 2 CoGa and CMS, and the ab initio calculation is able to describe these reasonably well.
For Mn, we find that the Mn 2 CoGa and the CMS signals are virtually equal at L 3 . At L 2 however, they are somewhat different. Mn 2 CoGa has an overall less pronounced structure and less intensity here. The MVG signal is much weaker and has an entirely different shape, which indicates different crystal fields acting on Mn on a B or C position. The computed spectra of Mn(B) in Mn 2 CoGa and for CMS resemble the experimental data at L 3 very well. At L 2 , significant deviation is observed, particularly for CMS. The main peak at L 2 in CMS stems from a feature in the XAS that was assigned to an atomic multiplet, that survives the band formation and corroborates the locality of the moment. 26 In Mn 2 CoGa this feature is less pronounced, leading to a better agreement of experiment and theory. Less locality of the Mn(B) moment in comparison to CMS can be inferred from that. The influence of the Mn(C) spectrum in Mn 2 CoGa can not be traced in the experimental data. The calculated Mn(C) spectrum is, however, very similar to the computed XMLD of MVG. This, in turn, agrees only modestly with experiment. Because of the similarity of the computed spectra, we assume that the actual Mn(C) contribution would have similar shape as the measured According to the errors of the magnetic moments of the reference data, we expect an XMLD of (2.7 ± 0.5)% for Mn 2 CoGa. The measured value of 1.53% is clearly below this range; the ratio determined directly from the XMLD is −1.7, which leads to m Mn(B) s = 2.28 µ B and m Mn(C) s = −1.34 µ B . Though this is still reasonable, it seems much more likely that the lower XMLD in Mn 2 CoGa indicates a lower degree of Mn(B) spin moment locality than in CMS. However, the Mn(B) moment is clearly not purely itinerant.
In summary, we have prepared epitaxial films of the ferrimagnetic inverse Heusler compound Mn 2 CoGa by co-sputtering and obtained good film quality by deposition at 200
• C. We found good agreement of the experimental L 3,2 x-ray absorption and dichroism spectra with ab initio calculations within independent particle theory. The total and element resolved magnetic moments are close to theoretical values. X-ray magnetic linear dichroism spectra were taken to provide information on the locality of the Co and Mn moments. Non-collinear electronic structure calculations provided the footing for the interpretation of the observed XMLD amplitudes. The locality of the Mn(B) moment is not as pronounced as in Co 2 MnSi, the Co and Mn(C) moments have clearly itinerant character. Density functional theory has proven to be an indispensable tool for the interpretation of complex spectroscopic data.
